
OWNER File nr XXX
ADRESS INSP NUMBER XXX
POSTAL CODE XXX CITY XXX STOCK NR XXX
INSPECTION DATE

Registration country Engine (kw) / (hp)
Brand Emission class
Chassis nr Gross weight (kg)
Model Gearbox type
Type Suspension front/rear
Production year Color Exterior
Odo Meter read out (km) Number of passenger seats
Ignition keys Color seats

TYRES
Left Right

Axle nr Outer / Inner Outer / Inner
Front 4 4

Rear 1 6/8 7/7
Rear 2
Rear 3
Rear 4
Spare

Tyre type Summer Winter Original Cover Re-profile Type / remarks
Front x x energy XZA 2

Rear 1 x x energy XZA 2
Rear 2
Rear 3
Rear 4
Spare

Truck details
Extra's accessoires
PTO/ Hydrauliek/ Compressor x Clang connection
Navigation system Rema connection
DVD system Microwave
Adaptive cruise control Lettering stuck
Lane departure warning Signing painted
Xenon headlights ADR/VLG bord
LED headlights 27 MC
Headlight washer x x 220V inverter x
Retarder/Intarder x/x Sockets 220V
Steel rims Window screen set
Alloy rims Tank protectors
Double bed x
Leather driver seat

* Checking the funcioning of instruments in the cabin
* Checking the functionality of the accessories

Note: This inspection is a visual inspection only. This inspection can't be seen as a technical inspection and can therefore not be interpreted 
as such. The inspection was performed without dismantling or removing parts, without performing a testdrive, without load on hydraulic and 
electrical installations and load on engine components, without activating liquid pumps and heating installations of tank trailers, without 
internal inspections of tank trailers and without setting up mobile tools. Therefore Truck-Time.com and possible sub contractors can not be 
held liable for matters that would not be visible by a plain visual test. The inspection is a snapshot of the state of the vehicle is currently in. 
Third parties can not derive any rights from this report without prior written permission from Truck-Time.com and possible sub contractors.

Hydraulic tailgate

Inspection remarks
additional information such as:
* Visual check for leaks

Reading lights
Spotlights / fog lights bumper
Seats fabric
ABS and lighting cable
Adjustable chairs
Air suspension passenger seat

Double glass windows
Parking heater
Cooling drawer / fridge
Jack / Board tool
Air horn(s)
Spotlights in sun visor

Michelin 295 x 80 x R 22,5
295 x 80 x R 22,5

867000 2
2 Blue

Profile depth (in mm)

Brand Size

85 CF Manual
430 leaf/air
26/06/2005 White

Netherlands 316 kw /430 pk
DAF Euro 4
XXX 6725 kg

INSPECTION REPORT

SELLER COMPANY
XXX

01/01/2020

VEHICLE DETAILS



Part rep Method* Photo No.
Footrest C 1&2
Table backrest C 3&4
Seat Upholstery C 5
Cover plate left front R 6
Floor panel above 2e axle C 7
Hinges refrigerator front C 8
Driver dashboard R 9
Steering wheel R 10

* Legend: C Change R Repair CP Change and paint RP Repair and paint P Paint Cl Cleaned P Polish Re Remove I Inspection needed

Note: This inspection is a visual inspection only. This inspection can't be seen as a technical inspection and can therefore not be interpreted 
as such. The inspection was performed without dismantling or removing parts, without performing a testdrive, without load on hydraulic and 
electrical installations and load on engine components, without activating liquid pumps and heating installations of tank trailers, without 
internal inspections of tank trailers and without setting up mobile tools. Therefore Truck-Time.com and possible sub contractors can not be 
held liable for matters that would not be visible by a plain visual test. The inspection is a snapshot of the state of the vehicle is currently in. 
Third parties can not derive any rights from this report without prior written permission from Truck-Time.com and possible sub contractors.

Floor panel (wood) unstable/cracked approx 2 meters
Broken, fixed with bolts through top cover
Damages on left side
Upholstery loose

Found defects / remarks interior
Descrtiption

missing (2 x pieces)
broken (2 x pieces)
wear/damaged
Loose, fixed with tape and screw

INSPECTION REPORT



Part rep Method* Photo No.
Engine compart. Bottom R 1
Air spring bellows, rear axle rear C 2&3
Front protectors R 4&5
Light covers luggage comp. C 6&7
Baseplate behind 2e axle R 8&10
Mirror adjustment left R 11
Front bumper panel left CP 12& 13

* Legend: C Change R Repair CP Change and paint RP Repair and paint P Paint Cl Cleaned P Polish Re Remove I Inspection needed

Note: This inspection is a visual inspection only. This inspection can't be seen as a technical inspection and can therefore not be interpreted 
as such. The inspection was performed without dismantling or removing parts, without performing a testdrive, without load on hydraulic and 
electrical installations and load on engine components, without activating liquid pumps and heating installations of tank trailers, without 
internal inspections of tank trailers and without setting up mobile tools. Therefore Truck-Time.com and possible sub contractors can not be 
held liable for matters that would not be visible by a plain visual test. The inspection is a snapshot of the state of the vehicle is currently in. 
Third parties can not derive any rights from this report without prior written permission from Truck-Time.com and possible sub contractors.

not working, electrical fault
cracked and paint damage

Descrtiption
right side panel bent/deformed
left and right air leakage
left and right bent/deformed
broken, repaired with tape (2x pieces)
right side, bottom and side panel deformed

INSPECTION REPORT

Found defects / remarks interior


